Folklore and Fable in the Sudan
porated in the Koran and the one which opens the door
widest to the magical and supernatural, is the belief in
the Jinn which to the Mohammedan throughout the
world are an ever-present and teeming reality. Their
hold on the popular imagination is well shown in the
Arabian Nights which are full of them. There, however,
they are not only destructive, malicious or terrible, but
at times may be comic and almost playful, though always
hideous as gargoyles. A good instance is that engaging
creature the Simurg with his peculiar methods of pro-
pelling himself through the air, and further examples occur
in the description of the Kingdom of the Jinn in the story
called Heart's Miracle, Lieutenant of the Birds.
There is repeated Koranic testimony for their existence,
as in Ch. LV, 14 : " He created men of crackling clay
like the potters : and He created the Jinn from smokeless
fire " ; and the whole of the Chapter of the Jinn, LXXII.
According to Tradition they were created of fire many
ages before Adam ; come, in the order of Xature, between
angels and men ; are believers or unbelievers, capable of
salvation or damnation. The Prophet was visited by
them, visited them and preached to them. Like the
Wandering Jew, they live through countless ages ; one
told Mohammed how when Cain killed Abel he was still
a boy ; how he had encountered all the prophets, Noah,
Hud, Abraham, Jethro, Moses, and last of all, Jesus, son
of Mary, who had bidden him : " If you meet Mohammed
give him my salutations." A somewhat similar figure,
of great interest, is Khidhr Hiyus. Identified perhaps with
Elisha, he is believed to have talked with Moses and to
be alive to-day. He is mentioned by Lane as supposed
to frequent the Zuweilah Gate in Cairo and to appear
to men, often as the bringer of good luck or as the restorer
of lost possessions. In Iraq to-day ho commands fina
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